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Vinyl is a rapidly evolving and increasingly popular commodity 
both in South Africa (SA) and globally  Effective and skilled 
flooring-contractor businesses are therefore playing an 
increasingly important role in the South African flooring market  

SA currently has a relatively limited pool of flooring contractors 
who can confidently and efficiently complete high-quality vinyl 
installations  This has created an exciting opportunity for 
professionals looking to establish or expand their businesses in 
a dynamic, growing industry 

As a supplier of high-quality vinyl in SA for over 30 years, with 
a chairman who has been involved in the local flooring industry 
since 1962, Polyflor SA is well qualified to advise on the business 
skills required to develop a successful flooring-contractor 
business, and to share the many lessons we have learnt through 
working with various vinyl installation specialists   

The knowledge, expertise and advice contained in this guide 
have been contributed by the Polyflor team, whose collective 
experience spans over a hundred years, and by some of the 
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country’s top vinyl-flooring contractors, who have shared their 
vast experience with us  It provides a starting point for:

–  experienced flooring contractors wanting to develop the 
vinyl-installation aspect of their business, and 

–  individuals or companies wanting to develop a flooring-
contractor business which includes vinyl installations 

This guide aims to:

–  provide insight into SA’s current vinyl-flooring market

–  provide detailed product knowledge on all relevant products 

–  refute some of the myths and uncertainties about vinyl

–  explain the basic skills needed for top-quality vinyl 
installations and how to obtain them

–  explain the basic skills needed to run a successful flooring-
contractor business

–  encourage both existing and new flooring contractors to 
expand the vinyl-installation component of your businesses 
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01 Why vinyl?
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Dramatic advances in technology over the last 50 years have 
resulted in the current highly versatile range of durable and 
design-friendly vinyl floors which offer:

–  versatility in product, colour and design

–  specialised functionality such as acoustic, slip-resistant and 
electrostatic dissipative properties in various multi-purpose 
or loose lay options

–  durability, longevity and ease of maintenance

–  remarkable design flexibility and opportunities

–  eco-friendly credentials

–  lower lifetime cost than many other floor coverings 

The benefits of vinyl are now being widely recognised by both 
South African and international construction and flooring 
experts, leading to the rapid expansion of this market sector 

A barrier-to-entry in this market sector is the fact that vinyl 
installations require a higher level of skill than most other floor 
coverings  Whilst challenging, this skill can also be exactly what 
differentiates your business from your competitors  The major 
differentiating factor is the skill of the installer and not just the 
price he will charge 

 “I developed the vinyl side of our flooring installation 
business as it is highly specialised and demands a level of skill and 
high-quality delivery which ensures less competition for work. 
You have to know what you are doing. If you do, you will reap the 
benefits of regular projects and repeat work” 

The market is growing; the skills are required  Putting the two 
together is likely to result in the development of a successful 
flooring installation business 
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Seeing is believing  Click on the link below for an infographic 
which illustrates some of the functions and beauty that vinyl 
now offers across various industries 

  Click here for the Versatile Vinyl infographic 

Product name Explanation Have a look

Homogeneous flooring –  Consists of a single layer
–  Gives the flooring rigidity and toughness, making it a good 

choice for areas with heavy foot traffic
–  An attractive, high-performance and high-quality floor
–  Available in a wide range of colours
–  Features enhanced maintenance protection for optimum 

appearance retention

Whilst the aesthetic appeal and multi-purpose functionality of 
vinyl is easy to understand from images, it is also important 
for contractors and clients to understand its technical 
specifications  In today’s world, where single spaces are used 
for many purposes and specific functional requirements are 
important, vinyl ticks many boxes  

TABLE I: Technical aspects of vinyl products

2000 PUR
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Product name Explanation Have a look

Heterogenous sheet 
flooring

–  Sometimes called ‘layered-composite’ or ‘backed vinyl-sheet’ 
flooring

–  The sheet consists of a wear layer plus additional layers, which 
differ in composition and/or design

–  Additional layers often contain reinforcement
–  The different layers offer both sophisticated design options and 

superior performance such as sound and shock absorption
–  Used in residential and commercial installations

Safety floor –  Provides accredited slip resistance for the life of the floor (>36+ 
on the pendulum test on a WET floor)

–  Used in high slip risk areas

Polysafe

Forest fx PUR
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Product name Explanation Have a look

Luxury vinyl tiles (LVTs) –  Design-led
–  An extensive collection of highly authentic wood, stone, slate, 

metallic and abstract designs
–  Available in both plank and tile formats
–  Feature realistic surface textures and polyurethane 

reinforcement, making them ideal for commercial and residential 
sectors

–  Available in standard and slip-resistant formats

Acoustic flooring –  Acoustic flooring provides options to reduce levels of impact 
noise within domestic and commercial interiors

Silentflor

Camaro Wood PUR
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Product name Explanation Have a look

Loose lay flooring –  Design-friendly
–  Adhesive-free
–  Developed to reduce installation time and allow access to 

underfloor utilities

Electrostatic Dissipative 
(ESD) flooring

–  Specialist hardwearing flooring for ESD-critical locations (e g  
healthcare, pharmaceuticals and electronics manufacturing)

SD Collection

Expona SimpLay
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Product name Explanation Have a look

Sports floors –  High-performance sports flooring which meets international 
non-slip and high-impact requirements

–  Suitable for general-sports halls and gymnasiums

Semi-flexible floors –  Commercial grade
–  Feature a wide range of shades and decorations
–  Economical solution when budgets are tight

Sport 67

Sport 67
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Product name Explanation Have a look

Rubber flooring –  Designed for heavy-traffic areas where durability, cigarette-burn 
resistance and underfoot comfort are required

Wall cladding –  Wall and ceiling cladding with polyurethane surface treatment
–  Suitable for all non-floor surfaces, e g  reception desks 
–  Ideal for wet and hygiene-critical areas, e g  theatres

Polyclad Pro PU

Noppe Stud Tile
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Whilst choosing the appropriate type of floor is not usually the 
flooring contractor’s decision, it is nevertheless important to 
understand the different options and their functions   This will 
allow you to make good installation decisions and add value to 
your client relationship 

Partner with a vinyl supplier who can assist in selecting the 
correct floor for the application by conducting a thorough needs 
analysis for you, the architect or the building contractor.

152000 PUR
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03  Busting the myths about vinyl
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Myths abound when it comes to industry chatter about vinyl  
To become an expert in vinyl, you need to understand which are 
based on truth and which are not 

Myth 1: Vinyl is very difficult to install 
Without question, expertise is required for the successful 
installation of vinyl  The sub-floor must be of excellent quality: 
smooth, level, sufficiently strong and moisture free  As vinyl is a 
relatively thin floor, imperfections in the screed or sub-floor will 
show on the finished floor 

  Click here for how to get it right the first time

Measuring, cutting, coving, grooving, welding and trimming the 
weld also require expertise  It is therefore essential that, as a 
vinyl-flooring contractor, you have a highly trained and skilled 
team who will do an excellent job during every installation  With 
the right attitude and the right expertise, installation of vinyl 
can be painless and produce superb results  

Myth 2: Vinyl is an expensive product
Vinyl itself is not more expensive than many other commercial-
grade floors  It is true that the sub-floor preparation for vinyl 
can be more expensive when compared to other floors  But the 
lifetime cost of a vinyl floor is often substantially less than other 
floors and contractors and clients should understand this 

  Click here for a simple explanation of the cost of floor  
  ownership

Depending on which product it is compared to, the  
up-front costs for vinyl may be more expensive, but when the 
floor’s lifetime cost is considered, vinyl is in fact a very cost-
effective option.

Myth 3: Vinyl is not eco-friendly compared to other floors
False  The following points were published by the Southern 
African Vinyl Association (SAVA).

–  Through modern manufacturing, vinyl has a low environ-
mental impact and exceptional performance characteristics 

http://info.polyflor.co.za/news/the-art-science-of-a-quality-screed-for-a-vinyl-installation
http://info.polyflor.co.za/news/what-does-your-floor-really-cost-you-the-total-cost-of-floor-ownership
http://info.polyflor.co.za/news/what-does-your-floor-really-cost-you-the-total-cost-of-floor-ownership
http://www.savinyls.co.za
http://www.savinyls.co.za
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within a multitude of uses, where no other material could 
perform as well or cost effectively  

–  Vinyl is an environmentally sound choice  Over its whole life 
cycle, vinyl floorcovering performs comparably or better 
than competing materials across a range of impacts  Vinyl 
flooring is exceptionally energy efficient to manufacture, 
using less energy than other plastics and linoleum 

–  As a material, vinyl is ideally suited to being recycled   
It is 100% recyclable and can be recycled many times over 
without losing any of its performance properties  If it is not 
recycled, vinyl has a high calorific value and may be safely 
incinerated generating energy recovery, although this is a 
‘one-hit wonder’ and not the favoured disposal route  Landfill 
is seldom used and is the last option, albeit a safe one, as 
vinyl remains chemically inert without producing leachate 

–  When looking at homogeneous ranges of vinyl flooring 
products for example, we see they use up to 85% sustainable 
materials with the average being 71% across the range  This 
includes calcium carbonate filler  The high abundance of this 

18 Camaro PUR
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material in the earth’s crust makes it a sustainable material 
and its use diminishes the polymer content, thus reducing 
the usage of oil 

–  SAVA welcomes any pro active steps taken by industry 
members to take responsibility for their own waste  We 
have made a firm commitment to increase responsibility 
and sustainability within the PVC industry as a whole and 
will support any initiative taken by our members in such an 
important industry action  Polyflor South Africa offer an 
award-winning recycling initiative for vinyl floor offcuts; the 
first of its kind in South Africa 

  Click here for more on the sustainability of vinyl flooring

Myth 4: Vinyl is unattractive, old fashioned and does not offer 
enough design options
False! Modern-day vinyl is very far from old fashioned and 
unattractive! 

  Click here for more on vinyl’s versatility

Myth 5: Vinyl floors do not last long 
False  The warranty of a vinyl floor is generally 10 years, but 
most last for significantly longer if properly laid, maintained 
and cleaned  In fact, there is a local installation which has 
lasted nearly 50 years! In 1968, 650m2 of Polyflor’s Standard 
XL Black Cherry 8580 and Mushroom were installed in the 
George Civic Centre and it still looks fantastic, receiving an 
award for the ’Longest Lifespan Installation’ at the 2013  
SA Flooring Awards 

19

George Civic Centre, installed in 1968

1919Standard XL

http://info.polyflor.co.za/news/recycling-our-vinyl-offcuts-a-new-initiative-by-polyflor-sa
http://info.polyflor.co.za/news/versatile-vinyl
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Myth 6: Vinyl floors are difficult to maintain and have to be 
cleaned and re-sealed regularly
False  Most of today’s vinyl products contain polyurethane 
coatings applied during manufacture to ensure lifelong 
protection and optimal appearance for the surface  Sealing, 
stripping and re-sealing are therefore not required for the floor 
to continue to look good 

However, it’s important to know that there are two types of 
coatings and you need to understand which coating is applicable 
to the product you are working with  

In many cases, the installation phase exposes the product to 
potential damage, especially in a new build while all trades are 
still working on site  In some vinyl products, the first coating 
is therefore a sacrificial layer, designed to protect the product 
during the installation phase  This coat does wear off and then a 
standard strip-and-seal maintenance regime applies for the rest 
of that floor’s lifetime (as per manufacturer's specifications)  

The second type of coating is a permanent one  It has been 
reinforced and is usually a UV-crosslinked polyurethane type 

of coating  With a permanent coating, you never have to apply 
a sealer to the floor and your maintenance regime will consist 
of a simple daily mop (dry or wet system) and a weekly spray 
buff  The buffing results in a good sheen  This floor is extremely 
durable  When compared to a non-coated floor, the long-term 
maintenance-cost saving is estimated at about 48% over 20 
years 

Myth 7: Vinyl is difficult to use when design-appeal is important
False  Vinyl’s malleability and broad product range mean that 
design and branding can be incorporated into the floor to 
stunning effect 

XL PU and Forest fx PUR
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04  Challenges of vinyl

Polysafe
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Whilst many myths about vinyl are exactly that – myths, the 
issue of complex installation is important and real  

 “To run a successful flooring-contractor business, you need 
to develop a highly skilled team able to deliver the sub-floor 
required for a successful installation. Whilst this is one of the 
challenges of vinyl, the successful vinyl-flooring contractors have 
focused on getting this right. When you get the sub-floor right for 
a vinyl installation the end-product is excellent; when you get the 
sub-floor wrong, it goes badly wrong and costs the client and 
contractor both time and money” 

23

what the installation experts say TOP TIP
Polysafe
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05  Comparing vinyl’s 
performance features to 
those of other floor coverings
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Product name Performance features

Vinyl –  Design appeal with a wide range of multi-purpose options
–  Functional specifications such as acoustics, hygiene, slip-resistance and ESD can be met
–  Excellent longevity and durability 
–  Easy to clean and maintain
–  Waterproof, and will not react to humidity if properly installed

Solid hardwood –  Design appeal, warm and authentic
–  Susceptible to scratching and will show wear, especially in heavily trafficked areas
–  May be damaged by moisture and sunlight 
–  Can be difficult to maintain, requiring regular re-sanding and sealing to maintain appearance
–  Requires the cutting down of trees

Laminate –  Design appeal with a wide range of options
–  Less durable than vinyl
–  Noisy to walk on
–  Contains a core layer of dense fibreboard which, despite the plastic wear layer and protective melamine 

resin layer, will react to standing water and excessive humidity in the same way as solid wood flooring does
–  Poor repair ability and not completely waterproof



Camaro LOC Forest fx PUR
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Product name Performance features

Engineered wood –  Design appeal 
–  Easily scratched and damaged leading to less durability in appearance
–  Can be reactive to weather and moisture

Carpets –  Warm and soft 
–  Difficult to clean
–  Durability and longevity can be an issue



Expona PUR Expona PUR
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Product name Performance features

Ceramics –  Durable
–  Cold and hard
–  Crack and become damaged more easily
–  Can be slippery
–  Grouting grooves allow bacteria to collect
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06  Incorporating vinyl into 
your business

Expona PUR
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A vinyl floor’s performance is dependent upon many factors 
and the floorcovering itself is only one of those factors  Correct 
sub-floor preparation and dryness, the workmanship of the 
installer, how the product is maintained and the selection 
of the correct vinyl product are all equally important if vinyl 
installation is going to be part of your business offering 

STEP 1: Train your team well, so you can deliver a great 
end-result every time (more on this later)  It is not the 
product on its own that will grow your business, it is your 
expertise and service 

STEP 2: It is important to identify a supplier who will offer 
you more than just a product  You want to work with a 
company who can guide you in a product choice that will 
fully meet your requirements, assist you with training 
and provide on-site support and technical advice to 
ensure that your installation is successful; a company 
that partners with you and is involved in the process from 
initial enquiry to site hand-over 

STEP 3: Do not underestimate the importance of up-front 
planning and understanding what the end-product needs 
to look like 

STEP 4: Make sure you have the correct, top-quality tools 
for the job 

STEP 5: Do an excellent job and focus on delivery  Word-
of-mouth and repeat business will be critical components 
of your success 

STEP 6: Get it right first time if you want to make a profit  
Having to repair, fix or change the floors will cost you in 
the end 
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HERMAN’S TEAM – GETTING IT RIGHT 

Herman Tshabalala is a very professional flooring contractor based in Mpumalanga  He has a highly skilled team of fitters who work on his 
vinyl installations  

Herman and his team installed a vinyl floor at a large toy- and baby-supplies retailer two years ago  Last year another store in the same chain 
came up for refurbishment  Herman was asked to quote and duly supplied a fair quote based on his experience and understanding of what is 
needed to complete a top-quality installation   

A new flooring contractor in the area supplied a substantially cheaper quote, undercutting Herman’s price   Herman was not prepared to 
drop his price as years of experience have taught him what he needs to charge to produce an excellent end-result and he knew his price was 
reasonable and fair  The retailer chose to go with the cheaper quote  

This year Herman received a quote request from the same supplier, for a large store in a neighbouring town   Herman asked the building 
contractor why they had come back to him and not gone to the contractor who had done the job more cheaply last year  The building contractor 
admitted that the job had been disastrous  The quality of the sub-floor had been poor and, as a result, the installation did not go well and the 
final product did not look good at all  To make matters worse, a cheap, ineffective adhesive was used and the floor started lifting almost 
immediately  They had to pull up the whole floor and start again  In the end, the flooring cost nearly three times more than the initial estimate   

Having experienced none of those problems when Herman’s team installed the floor in the first store, the building contractor had insisted on 
using them this time – even though the quote would be higher  He knows that, in the end, it will save him money becauses Herman’s team will 
deliver excellent quality, on time, within budget 
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EDWARD’S TEAM – GETTING IT WRONG

Edward and his team won a contract to install a vinyl floor at a well-known hospital chain in Kimberley   The entire floor, which included several 
very long passages, was being revamped  The total flooring to be laid was 50 000m2  

Edward was juggling four jobs at the time and was in a rush to get the hospital job done so that he could be paid as he needed the cash flow  He 
didn’t spend too much time planning and thinking about the installation up-front or communicating with the building contractor and architect 
about the desired end-result  

The vinyl sheeting being used for the job was 2m wide and the length could be cut to specification  As the passage was slightly wider than 2m, 
Edward decided to lay the sheeting with the horizontal length widthways  The result was a join every 2m down the long passages  

He had completed 800m2 when the architect arrived at site for an inspection  The architect immediately made it clear that this was 
unacceptable for two reasons: (a) whenever there is a join in a floor you create a point of weakness and a hygiene risk in a hospital environment 
as bacteria could collect in a compromised  join space and (b) aesthetically, a join every 2m was unsightly  Edward was instructed to start again, 
increasing the size of the coving on either side of the passage instead, so that the flooring could be laid with the length running longways down 
the corridor  Vinyl flooring cannot be re-used once it has been pulled up, so he had to foot the bill for the replacement floor himself  

Edward learnt a valuable lesson about pre-planning, thinking about the final outcome and understanding the needs of the project’s building 
contractor and architect  Had he asked them – or his flooring supplier – for advice on how best to handle this challenge, he would have saved 
himself substantial amounts of time, money and frustration 
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07  Understanding the 
technicalities and tools 
of a flooring contractor’s 
business

Polysafe
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The technicalities of sub-floors are discussed on pages 9 to 
15, but additional technical knowledge and skills are essential  
Your installation team also needs to be trained in:

–  measuring and cutting accurately
–  cutting off factory edges
–  applying appropriate adhesive 
–  grooving
–  welding
–  trimming the weld
–  grinding the sub-floor

Ask your vinyl supplier for technical checking, training and on-
site assistance and for help understanding the necessary add-
on products, such as adhesive and sealer 

Make use of industry training and on-site assistance from 
your vinyl supplier to ensure that your staff are well trained in all 
necessary skills.

  -  Read about the 18 things to look out for on-site 
when installing vinyl floor

  - Find out more in our technical manual

  -  See our Flooring contractor’s/fitter’s site and tools 
checklist

  -  Technical training videos 
  External butterfly corner  
Scribing and rolling of sheeting  
Fitting sheeting  
Cove sheeting with internal butterfly corner 
Grooving and welding  
Moisture testing  
Fitting coved sheeting  
Expansion joint  
Cutting coves and fitting  
Common fitting mistakes  
Fitting clip top capping  
Common screeding mistakes 

what the installation experts say TOP TIP

http://info.polyflor.co.za/news/18-important-things-to-look-out-for-onsite-when-installing-vinyl-flooring
http://info.polyflor.co.za/news/18-important-things-to-look-out-for-onsite-when-installing-vinyl-flooring
https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/2749413/content%20for%20ebook%20-%20contractors%20guide/Technical%20Manual.pdf
https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/2749413/content%20for%20ebook%20-%20contractors%20guide/Tools%20&%20Site%20Planning-MPEG-4%20.mp4
https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/2749413/content%20for%20ebook%20-%20contractors%20guide/Tools%20&%20Site%20Planning-MPEG-4%20.mp4
https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/2749413/content%20for%20ebook%20-%20contractors%20guide/External%20Butterfly%20Corner-MPEG-4%20.mp4
https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/2749413/content%20for%20ebook%20-%20contractors%20guide/Scribing%20&%20Rolling%20of%20Sheeting%20Joins-MPEG-4%20.mp4
https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/2749413/content%20for%20ebook%20-%20contractors%20guide/Fitting%20Sheeting(Field%20Colour)-MPEG-4%20.mp4
https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/2749413/content%20for%20ebook%20-%20contractors%20guide/COVESH~1.mp4
https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/2749413/content%20for%20ebook%20-%20contractors%20guide/Grooving%20&%20Welding-MPEG-4%20.mp4
https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/2749413/content%20for%20ebook%20-%20contractors%20guide/Moisture%20Testing-MPEG-4%20.mp4
https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/2749413/content%20for%20ebook%20-%20contractors%20guide/Fitting%20Coved%20Sheeting-MPEG-4%20.mp4
https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/2749413/content%20for%20ebook%20-%20contractors%20guide/Expansion%20Joint-MPEG-4%20.mp4
https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/2749413/content%20for%20ebook%20-%20contractors%20guide/Cutting%20Coves%20&%20Fitting%20PC20&CS48-MPEG-4%20.mp4
https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/2749413/content%20for%20ebook%20-%20contractors%20guide/Common%20Fitting%20Mistakes-MPEG-4%20.mp4
https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/2749413/content%20for%20ebook%20-%20contractors%20guide/Fitting%20Clip%20Top%20Capping-MPEG-4%20.mp4
https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/2749413/content%20for%20ebook%20-%20contractors%20guide/Common%20Screeding%20Mistakes-MPEG-4%20.mp4
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08  Creating and keeping a 
skilled team

Polysafe
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There are two main methods of up-skilling your team:

–  Use skilled staff to train new staff: all the top flooring 
contractors use their experienced and skilled staff to train 
new staff  On-the-job training in real scenarios works best  
Combine highly skilled people with new team members and 
ensure that the team works carefully so that training is 
efficient and effective 

–  Take advantage of industry training: many suppliers offer 
free training  Make use of it wherever possible  

 “Sometimes it’s difficult to attend supplier training. If it is 
run during the week, it is time off-site for my guys and that costs 
me. If it is run on weekends, I need to pay my staff to come in and 
attend training. The best type of supplier training is when the 
supplier’s highly-skilled technical staff will come to site 
(preferably at the beginning of a job) and work with my staff, 
teaching them as we go.  This type of supplier training really  
works. Using this method also ensures that we get the job right, 
from the start” 

35
what the installation experts say TOP TIP

Camaro Water Jet
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PAUL’S TEAM 

Paul started his own flooring-contract business eight years ago and it has been growing steadily  A large portion of his business is becoming 
vinyl-floor installations  He has just won a large tender for a supermarket in Benoni  

Paul has a small team of skilled fitters, but for this job he will need to increase his team size  Whilst his skilled and trained staff can assist the 
new fitters he will employ, he is concerned about time  The timelines on this job are very tight as the supermarket cannot afford to keeps its 
doors closed for long  

Paul considers the other options for training his new staff  His vinyl supplier offers training at their premises one afternoon a week and on 
weekends, but Paul is worried that one afternoon a week will not be sufficient for the specific training that his team will need  It would also 
take them away from site which would cost him time and money  The weekend training means he would have to pay overtime to the new fitters 
(which is difficult in his small company) and he may actually need the weekend days to get this job done in time anyway 

Paul is hugely relieved when the vinyl supplier phones and offers to send their highly trained technical staff to his site for the first week of the 
job  They will train his new employees on-site, during the installation, and make sure the team gets it right, first time  The on-site assistance is 
cost-effective for Paul and his team, and allows them to deliver an excellent floor to the client  
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FITA (Flooring Industry Training Association), represents the 
flooring industry and officially facilitates accredited training 
and registration of flooring installers nationally  It has also 
established a National Register of installers throughout South 
Africa ’

Why is FITA important for the flooring industry?
FITA is important because it means there is now government 
and flooring-industry support to improve skill levels in our 
sector  FITA was formed with the backing of South African 
flooring manufacturers, stakeholders and contractors and it has 
formally partnered with CETA (the governmental Construction, 
Education and Training Authority) to develop new qualifications 
and standards 

At present, training and career development for fitters in the 
flooring industry are poorly regulated, somewhat ad-hoc and 
inconsistent  In addition, accredited training is outdated and 
not representative of all flooring types 

FITA is currently playing a major role in the development 

and facilitation of accredited training programmes, working 
with flooring experts on a CETA-funded project which will 
significantly upgrade industry training (and ultimately 
performance)  Within the next 12 to 18 months, this CETA-
approved, well-designed and well-regulated training curriculum 
will result in the creation of a set of standards, a pool of skilled 
fitters and ongoing, continually updated training and career 
development for flooring fitters   

In CETA’s words, the exercise will ’package modules of 
employable skills in support of the informal economy   Learning 
programmes will be standardised ’

The partnership between FITA and CETA is of paramount 
importance as it means both government and industry are 
supporting the development of skills in our industry 

http://www.ceta.org.za
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What will the new curriculum offer?
The cornerstones of the new curriculum are as follows:

1  12-month learnership programmes for people who are new to 
flooring

2  Recognition-of-prior-learning assessments for people with 
experience, but no qualifications

3  Short skills courses

Most of the training will be funded by discretionary grants 
from CETA and will therefore be offered free of charge to FITA-
registered members   

Silentflor
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TRAINING IN THE FLOORING INDUSTRY ONCE NEW  
CURRICULUM IS IN PLACE

CETA/FITA partnership facilitates the development of the qualifications and 
standards in the flooring industry working with experts across all sectors  

to develop the new curriculum

Quality control and approval by SAQA (recognition with a national body and 
development of a national list of artisans)

New and improved curriculum will be offered by CETA approved institutions

CETA 
assists FITA 

to create 
learning 
material

  TjekaSparrow schools

RPL*  
NQF1

Short skills 
courses that 
offer training 

on part of 
NQF1

One-year 
internship 

NQF1

Limited to NQF 
level 1

Limited to 
carpeting and 
some vinyl

Limited career 
development 
for fitters and 
no regulation 
of skill sets*SAQA = South Africa Qualifications Authority (www saqa org za)

*NQF = National Qualifications Framework
*RPL = Recognition of prior learning

CURRENT TRAINING IN THE FLOORING INDUSTRY

Various manufacturers offer training sessions

Training packages may be submitted to SAQA* for approval

FITA owns the NQF* learner material  
and a CETA-approved trainer offers the training

For example

These qualifications are all NQF1

•  Modular-based university-type model

•  Certain modules are compulosry; others selected to   
 build qualifications

•  Additional modules can be taken as short-skills courses  
 to achieve a higher certification

Will cover all 
floortypes

Will offer NQF 
1,2,3 and 4 
and allow 
development 
of a career 
path

Will ensure 
regulations 
and 
consistency 
of skills

Continuous Professional Development (CPD) will be 
offered by FITA-registered individuals to ensure on-going 

skill development and up-to-date knowledge
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BASED ON QUALIFICATION, EXPERIENCE AND PERFORMANCE, FITTERS WHO REGISTER WITH FITA WILL BE RATED ACCORDING TO SPECIFIC DESIGNATIONS:

Designation Experience in years  Criteria

Learner installer 0 –  Proof of registration at a CETA-approved FET college

Assistant installer 1 –  National Certificate: Installation of Floor Coverings OR  
CETA Certificate of Achievement, if an RPL (Recognition of Prior 
Learning) was done

Installer 3 –  National Certificate: Installation of Floor Coverings OR 
CETA Certificate of Achievement, if an RPL was done

–  A letter of reference, signed by a company registered with FITA, 
stating appropriate experience and confirming that he/she is in 
good standing behaviourally

–  A letter of attendance for a full-day training course done at a 
flooring manufacturer within the past year
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Designation Experience in years Criteria

Head installer 5 –  National Certificate: Installation of Floor Coverings OR 
CETA Certificate of Achievement, if an RPL was done

–  A letter of reference, signed by a company registered with FITA, 
stating appropriate experience and confirming that he/she is in 
good standing behaviourally

–  Two letters of attendance for full-day training courses (either for 
two floor types or two courses on one floor type) done at flooring 
manufacturers within the past year

Master installer 10 As for ’Head installer’ above
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Designation Experience in years Criteria

Installation consultant 3  –  A letter of reference, signed by a company registered with FITA, 
stating appropriate experience and confirming that he/she is in 
good standing behaviourally

–  Letters of attendance for one-day courses done at flooring 
manufacturers within the past year for:

 –  Glue and self-levelling compounds 
 –  Carpet
 –  Vinyl
 –  Laminates
 –  Solid wood
  (Consultants who work exclusively in ceramics only need proof of 

a one-day course in that flooring material, not for carpet, vinyl, 
laminates or solid wood) 

–  Proof-of-experience form

Master practitioner, 
specified by floor type

10 –  As for ’Installation consultant’ above PLUS
–  Passing the Master Practitioner test, which includes technical, 

business and leadership management questions
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Why should I register with FITA as a flooring contractor 
company?

Registration with FITA is quickly becoming an essential part 
of running an effective flooring contractor’s business.

As a flooring contractor, you should register with FITA as a 
company  Your flooring fitters should register as individuals 
because FITA offers the following:

–  Standardised and regulated training of flooring fitters  FITA 
will issue designations to fitters which will allow you, as their 
employer, to understand what work they are trained in and 
able to complete competently  The table on pages 40  to 42 
explains the different designations, their criteria and the 
years of experience required 

–  Access to a better pool of skilled labour for you to recruit 
from, allowing you to develop preferred-installer status  
Those who do good work with fewer installation failures or 
errors will fast become most popular in the industry 

–  Once FITA has registered with SAQA, becoming the national, 
government-recognised professional body in the flooring 
industry, it will offer Continuous Professional Development 
(CPD) in the form of on-the-job and classroom training  
Registered individuals will be able to earn CPD points to 
maintain their registration status with FITA, ensuring on-
going skill development and up-to-date skill sets   

–  FITA will offer direct benefit to the fitters, encouraging them 
to upskill themselves, take pride in their work and have a 
strong sense of self-worth  The resulting improvement in 
their skill set and potential career path is an important factor 
in building loyalty within your skilled team  This is discussed 
in more detail in Chapter 8 

For how long will a flooring fitter’s qualification be valid?
It will be valid indefinitely  However, should a fitter fail to pay 
registration fees or earn CPD points (once these become 
relevant) or if complaints are filed against them, FITA reserves 
the right to withdraw their registration until the issue/s are 
resolved  

what the installation experts say TOP TIP
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Does FITA have a relationship with flooring manufacturers?
FITA has signed a memorandum of understanding (MOU) 
with manufacturers that comes into effect in July 2018  This 
MOU states that at least the team leader must be individually 
registered with FITA and that no warranties will be honoured on 
poor installations after that date  Currently this stipulation only 
applies to floor coverings trained in the existing NQF1  However, 
once the new curriculum is in place, the stipulation will expand 
to apply to all floor coverings that are included in the new 
curriculum   

How do my staff and I go about registering with FITA and how do 
I find out more about them?
FITA has an informative and up-to-date website and an active 
Facebook page  

To register as either a company or an individual, please email 
register@fitasa co za  For registration fees, please refer to the 
website 

  “The flooring industry needs better regulation for skilled 
staff. They need to be properly trained, well paid and have a 
potential career path. This is one of the major challenges in our 
industry and I believe that FITA will help a lot with this issue in the 
near future. It’s not easy to keep good staff, you need to treat 
them extremely well and you need to pay more than your 
competitors do”

 “Keeping a skilled team is all about treating your staff well, 
paying well and giving them opportunities to grow”

 “You have to be a company that people like to work for and 
where your staff feel valued and respected”

what the installation experts say TOP TIP

http://www.fitasa.co.za
http://www.facebook.com/fitasouthafrica
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09  Insourcing vs outsourcing 

Mystique PUR
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The decision to use only permanent staff, sub-contracted 
staff or a mixture of both is always a difficult one as there 
are pros and cons to each  Everyone has their own method of 
managing this and you will need to find what works for you 

Permanent staff mean you can ensure high-quality installations 
because your staff can be focused on the quality of the 
installation rather than on the amount of work done in a day  
Sub-contractors are usually paid less and paid by the number 
of square metres completed per day, which often means quality 
becomes a secondary concern  But the risk with permanent 
staff is having to keep them busy and pay salaries even during 
quiet times 

  “I only use permanent staff for vinyl installation. Using sub-
contractors is too risky as quality is compromised and this can 
often cost me in the end when a re-do is necessary”

 “I use a mixture of sub-contractors and permanent staff to help 
manage my costs. But when I use sub-contractors I always make 
sure one or two of my skilled permanent staff are on the team to 

ensure that the quality of the installation is up to scratch, and I 
am on-site often – checking”

 “My advice to a new flooring contractor would be to make 
sure you know how to do a good floor prep, then start by using 
sub-contractors as initially it will be difficult to afford your own 
permanent staff. Use a good sub-contractor, be on site all the 
time and make sure the job is done well. As you grow, bring in 
your own, young guys and train them up to your own standards. 
Don’t take on staff with bad habits; rather employ young guys 
and teach them properly”

Regardless of which option you choose, being on site, being 
involved and delivering a high-quality installation are critical 
components of a successful job  
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10 Advertising and creating 
a brand 

Camaro PUR
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 “Advertising and marketing have never worked for our 
business. It’s all about doing a good job, word of mouth and 
relationships”

“Social media and digital marketing don’t seem to have any 
impact for us at present. We get work based on referrals. Make 
sure you have a good relationship with your suppliers so that 
they can recommend you for jobs”

“We get our work based on tenders submitted, price and our 
reputation in the industry – advertising and media coverage don’t 
work. Rather spend your money on good quality staff”

In time, as FITA becomes established in the flooring industry, 
ensuring that you are registered and using FITA-accredited 
fitters will also help you to gain industry referrals and meet 
industry requirements 

49Expona PUR
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11 Building a successful 
flooring business

Silentflor
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The importance of delivering good-quality installations 
is clear, but there are other aspects to running a flooring 
contractor’s business that you need to consider and ensure are 
in place:

Managing your projects: 
–  Do not take on too much work at the expense of quality 

–  Do not grow too big too soon 

–  Be very involved and on-site at every project 

–  Quotations and invoices must go out same day or at least 
within three days for big jobs 

–  Specify your contracts very carefully 

–  Get your deposit in up-front 

–  Stay up-to-date with ways to manage your time productively  
This fun and interesting blog may help   

–  Try using a project-management software tool like 
Workflowmax to assist you  

Managing your finances: 
This is a critical part of any business. 
–  When starting out, draw up a business plan and discuss this 

with your bank manager or future supplier with the aim of 
obtaining a credit facility  This can be difficult to achieve up-
front so sometimes the best option is to request that your 
client cede payment directly to the supplier  This guarantees 
payment to the supplier and builds trust 

–  Do your homework on your client  Check their credit 
worthiness and, if unsure, request payment before placing 
materials on site 

–  Finances are about discipline: do not be tempted to spend 
more than you have and do not take unnecessary risks 

–  Build up some cash-reserves in the good years if possible  
This will help in the leaner years 

http://blog.spitfireinbound.com/6-practical-productivity-apps
https://www.workflowmax.com/?utm_campaign=Capterra&utm_medium=Destination%20URL%20Link&utm_source=Capterra%20Construction%20Management
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–  Understand your margins and be aware of cash projections 
so you can sort out issues before they arrive on your desk 

 Always remember that cash is king and manage your cash 
flow carefully. Two important tips are: 

1. Invoice as the job finishes. 
2. Make sure that a team member who was on site is involved in 
the invoicing process and is available to clarify any queries from 
the client. This ensures prompt payment.

what the installation experts say TOP TIP

 Camaro PUR
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JACOB’S DILEMMA

Jacob was delighted when, within three months of each other, he was awarded the contracts for instalment of vinyl flooring at two major 
hospitals  He was very focused on getting the right teams on the job and getting the job done in time  

As both jobs were very large, he had to order a large amount of flooring from the supplier, who was providing the vinyl floor for both jobs  His 
client, a well-respected healthcare company, had excellent credit ratings and Jacob therefore did not ask them to pay for materials up-front 

Jacob has a sizable credit limit with his supplier, but given the size and scale of these two jobs, he has quickly reached this limit and suddenly 
can no longer order the additional flooring he needs  He is now having sleepless nights over this issue and wonders what he could have done 
differently  

Jacob should have done his homework on his calculations, costs and credit facility and realised that he was going to struggle with purchasing 
sufficient material  At that stage, he had three possible options for how to handle this situation:

–  Option 1: Given the size of the order and his cash-flow limitations, Jacob could have talked to the building contractor who works for the 
reputable healthcare institution and requested payment for the material up-front  In return, he could have offered a small discount  This 
discount would probably have been less than the interest Jacob’s bank is going to charge him on the loan he has been forced to take 
instead 

–  Option 2: Jacob could have contacted the supplier up-front to explain the situation  He could then have requested 60-day terms for a period 
of three to six months  If he had offered to forfeit his settlement discount in lieu of the new terms, the supplier would have appreciated that 
he was willing to give from his side too in order to make the arrangement work for everyone 

–  Option 3: Jacob could have been up-front with his client regarding his cash-flow limitations  If he guarantees top-quality workmanship, 
most clients will be willing to negotiate a way to handle the situation  
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Building your relationships:
Relationships are critical in the flooring industry  Establish and 
maintain strong relationships with all industry stakeholders, 
including architects, building contractors, suppliers, sub-
contractors and FITA   

Understanding your bill of quantities (BOQ):
Take time to learn how to accurately interpret a BOQ  Ask 
questions if you do not understand what is being asked  You 
can only submit an accurate quote and tender if you fully 
understand your BOQ 

This link is a useful starting point for understanding BOQs in SA  

Submitting successful tenders:  
–  Invest time in really understanding what a good tender is  

Enlist the help of an expert, like a quantity surveyor, who has 
experience with tenders 

–  Get your price right  Develop your own formula over time   

–  Remember that if it is a big project, you can make money on 
the extras 

–  Remember that your price needs to include waste 

Understanding the local and government legislation:
Spend time with local experts and make sure you understand all 
local legal and policy requirements, including BEE stipulations 

 The more aspects of your business you get right from the 
very beginning, the more likely you are to be successful. Take time 
to get it right up-front, wherever possible. 

what the installation experts say TOP TIP
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TOP TIP

SD Collection
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Conclusion

 Camaro PUR
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Being a successful flooring contractor is all about outstanding 
service, expertise, relationships and partnering  The diagram 
below summarises the important concepts that a flooring 

contractor should understand in order to run a successful 
business  

Polyflor SA would like to thank all the experts who were generous enough to share their knowledge, experience and advice with us 
during the compilation of this guide.

Successful  
flooring contractors 

understand:

Honesty, integrity and hard work Your market: delivering on what the end 
client needs

All the products you work with, including 
which is most appropriate for each 
application 

The importance of delivering a high-
quality service on time and at the right 
price

The benefits of partnering with an honest, 
collaborative supplier who provides 
technical support

The local and legal requirements 
in your industry, including BEE

FITA, the tender process, BOQs and 
financial and project management

The value of relationships and regular, 
honest and open communication with 
all stakeholders, including FITA, staff, 
suppliers, architects, building contractors 
and sub-contractors

The importance of a highly skilled team 
and how to ensure they are well trained 
and happy, ensuring low staff turn-over

The importance of being on site and 
deeply involved in all projects
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